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eripheral artery disease is a common disorder,
affecting over 200 million people worldwide.1
Within this context, the femoropopliteal artery
remains a common culprit of lifestyle-limiting
claudication.2 Although endovascular intervention of the
femoropopliteal artery has become the preferred initial
therapy for lifestyle-limiting claudication compared to
surgery,3 no single endovascular technology has emerged
as a first-line therapy. Despite the spectrum of available
endovascular therapies, restenosis remains the major
limitation of all modalities regardless of device technology.4
Additionally, the morphology of restenosis may in fact be
similar or distinct among therapies, as reported by some
investigators.5 These differences in restenosis patterns
may therefore provide clues to health care providers when
determining treatment strategies for patients. However,
comparing success (eg, freedom from reintervention
rate or patency rate) across therapies is difficult due to
the variability of study design, metric definitions, subjects
enrolled, lesion morphology, and follow-up. Importantly,
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other groups have introduced systems for describing device
failure (restenosis within the target lesion), albeit specific
to stent-based therapies.6,7 However, given the myriad
of devices and strategies currently available that are not
strictly reliant on permanent implants for femoropopliteal
artery disease treatment, stent-based systems of
restenosis classification are limited in their applicability
because they cannot characterize restenosis patterns
of these non-stent treatments. Thus, describing failure
modes of therapies remains problematic in the absence
of a unifying nomenclature for classifying restenosis
morphology independent of treatment modality. However,
detailing a classification system for restenosis regardless
of device used at the index procedure may provide an
adequate level of unification across device technologies.
To confront this challenge, eight experts in the treatment
of femoropopliteal artery disease collaborated with an
industry partner (Medtronic plc) to review restenosis
patterns across an assortment of treatment modalities
in core lab–adjudicated trials (both registries and
randomized trials) and propose a device-agnostic
classification system. Eight clinical trial and registry
cohorts totaling 2,376 patients were included in the
development of this classification system, including
403 imaging studies corresponding to the pooled
target lesion revascularizations. Treatment modalities
examined as part of this study included percutaneous
transluminal angioplasty (IN.PACT SFA control arm8),
drug-coated balloon angioplasty (IN.PACT SFA study
device arm8 and IN.PACT Global interim follow-up9),
directional atherectomy (DEFINITIVE LE above-knee
cohort10), directional atherectomy followed by drugcoated balloon angioplasty (DEFINITIVE AR directional
atherectomy antirestenosis therapy cohort11), and nitinol
bare-metal stent (Complete SE SFA,12 DURABILITY II,13
and IN.PACT Global baseline in-stent restenosis cohort14).
Angiographic studies from these trials were centralized
at an angiographic core lab, which performed two roles:
preparation of non-stent cases for evaluation and
application of the final scoring system to evaluable cases
of the 403 imaging studies.
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Figure 1. Proposed patterns of restenosis classification system.

Unlike stent-based classification systems previously
introduced,6,7 a classification system that includes non–
in-stent restenosis would be complicated in that the index
treated arterial length may not reliably be determined
from angiographic images. Hence, the angiographic
core lab determined the index treated length (ITL) of
non-stent cases by evaluating available corresponding
baseline images. Once the ITLs were determined, they
were mapped to their respective restenosis patterns
observed during the revascularization procedures. In this
manner, restenosis patterns of non-stent modalities were
evaluated with respect to their ITLs in a similar manner
to the in-stent restenosis patterns where implants exist.
Therefore, the mapping process employed by the

core lab allowed restenosis scoring of any treatment
modality, including both stent and non-stent therapies.
With both in-stent and non-stent restenosis patterns
prepared for evaluation, the panel reviewed a series
of restenosis cases and determined that themes
of restenosis morphologies emerged that could be
categorized based on easily identified characteristics
(eg, occlusions vs restenotic lesions, single vs multilesion
restenoses, and length of restenosis within the ITL).
Considering these observations, the restenosis pattern
classification system was constructed around five types
of restenosis: focal lesions consisting of lengths < 20%
of the ITL, including proximal and distal edge patterns;

multifocal lesions combining to < 50% of the ITL,
including bilateral edge patterns; moderate length
lesions consisting of lengths < 50% of the ITL; diffuse
lesions totaling ≥ 50% of the ITL regardless of focal
or multifocal nature; and occlusions. Importantly, to
include only clinically relevant restenosis patterns
in the classification system, a qualifying lesion was
required to exhibit a stenosis ≥ 50% of the reference
vessel diameter. Additionally, any lesion observed
in the revascularization images that were outside
the ITL was excluded from evaluation. Figure 1
demonstrates the proposed patterns of restenosis
classification system.
Once developed, the panel applied this classification
system to a pilot series of 32 cases that were then
scored by the angiographic core lab blinded to the
panel’s scores. The results indicated a high degree
of validation with the expert panel; one case was
deemed unevaluable due to incomplete imaging,
three cases were disqualified for not meeting
the ≥ 50% diameter stenosis requirement, and
the remaining 28 cases scored identically. These
outcomes validated the reproducibility of the
classification system employed by independent
scoring groups and enabled moving this effort into
evaluating the full cohort of 403 imaging studies.
Although the concept of employing a classification
system for arterial restenosis patterns has been
reported by others,6,7 the primary limitation of such
classification systems is the applicability to in-stent
restenosis only, thereby excluding other modalities
common to the treatment of femoropopliteal artery
disease. Because this endeavor sought to address
limitations of existing classification systems by
proposing a device-agnostic classification tool
that could be applied by both individual operators and
core labs alike, an angiographic core lab was included
during the development that enabled evaluation of
both in-stent and non-stent restenosis patterns. The
resulting five-category system reflects restenosis
patterns commonly encountered in femoropopliteal
artery disease treatment and subsequent failure.
It is hoped that the expanded applicability and
additional descriptive value rendered by the proposed
classification system will unify observations as they

relate to treatment outcomes and facilitate operator
treatment strategies.
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